Ms. Trudy H. Peterson  
Assistant Archivist  
The National Archives  
Washington DC 20408  

31 May 1993  

Dear Ms. Peterson:

I am a Ph. D. student in History at Vanderbilt University, currently writing my dissertation in the area of US-Chinese relations. I had spent some time at the National Archives during last December-January. I came across a good number of documents during my research that were still classified. A list of these is enclosed. I request you to kindly arrange for declassifying them under the Freedom of Information Act (5USC552) and make them available to me for research. I shall remit the reproduction charges as soon as I am notified of the amount to be paid by me.  

Yours sincerely,  

(Appu K. Soman)
MODERN MILITARY BRANCH
RG 319
G-3 091 Korea TS, Section 1 B, Case 14

Item: "US course of Action W/...Korea," 10 Nov 50, Exec Sec to NSC
Rpt "Chinese Com Intervention...," 13 Nov 50, from JCS

Box 38

Item: G-3/AWBP/77040, Lt Col Parker, 12 June 1951, from Taylor, Maj. Gen., GSC to Chief of Staff

JCS 2173/4, Atomic Energy Act 1946, 30 June 51, WG Lalor/EHJ Carns to Holders of JCS 2173/4

Combined Routing info G-3-091 Korea TS (21 Dec 51), Hot File FW 184, from G-3 Ops


Routing Info, G-3 Hot File 184 FW, 9 Nov 51, G-3 Staff Ops, Korea G-3-091 TS

Bunker Defense Korea Atomic Weapons, 9 Nov 51, George A. Rebh, Maj. to Lt Col Baker

Combined Routing Slip G-3-091 Korea TS 4 June, Sub: Atomic Weapons in Korea, to Chief Staff

******

Minutes of 376th meeting of NSC on 14 Aug --"Background Info for Taiwan Straits Discussion" enclosed to Lay memo for NSC, 13 Aug 58

Briefing note for 376th NSC re item 5--"The situation in the Taiwan Straits Area"--sanitized

Memo for for Record (sanitized) of meeting with Pres following MSC 376 meeting

Record Group 218
Bradley Papers

Box 1, Folder "CJCS 091 China 1950"

Item: Memo 2 Aug 50, Dep. Dir. for Intl to Chairman, JCS
Draft Memo, 1950, to President
Memo w/encl, 6 Jly 50, Dir. CIA to JCS
Ltr 23 May 50, from Chiang
Folder "CJCS .O91 Korea 1950"
Item: Memcon 15 Oct 50, Conference to record
Ltr 21 Aug 50, to Chairman JCS
Memo 6 Jly 50, Burns to Sec Def
Memo w/min and sch., Dec 50, Lalor to Collins et al
Ltr w/att 21 Nov 50, Rusk to Carter
Ltr 16 Nov 50, Sec State to Sec Def

Radford Papers, 1953-57, Box 7
Folder "O91 China 1953"
Item: Memo 8 Apr 53, Bradley to Fechteler

Folder "O91 China (Septem 54)"
Memo w/att 28 Sep 54, Robertson to Murphy
Briefing statement, 1 Oct 54, to JCS
Memcon w/att 21 Sep 54, from Drumwright
Msg 3 Sep 54, Radford to COMNAVPHIL
Msg Radford to President
Memcon 3 Sep 54

Folder "O91 China (Oct to Dec 54)"
Item: Ltr w/att 29 Oct 54, Rankin to Radford
Memo w/att 18 Oct 54, Radford to Dir CIA
Ltr 8 Oct 54, Dulles to Wilson

"O91 China 1957" (Large Envelope) # 1
Item: Memo 8 Sep 58, Howe to Twining
Note 3 Sep 58, Hillroyd to Central Section
Memo 9 Sep 58, from Smoot
Summary, 3 Sep 58

"091 China 1957" (Envelope # 2)

Item: Note 2 Sep 58, Hillroyd to Central Station
Memo, 28 Aug 58, Burke to Twining
Memo 26 Aug 58, to ISA
Memo 25 Aug 58, from Wentworth

Folder "091 China (Jan 55)"

Item: Memo w/att 31 Jan 55, Eisenhower to the record
Memo 29 Jan 55, Eisenhower to Radford

---do---
Memo from Chairman JCS
Memo 27 Jan 55, Cutler to Record

Folder "091 China (Feb-Mar 55)"

Item: Memo w/att 26 Mar 55, Cutler to President
Memo 11 Mar 55, to Record (2 items?)

Folder "091 China (Apr-Dec 55)"

Item: Rpt 7 Apr 55, Robertson to Sec State

Records of the JCS
CCS471.6 (8-15-45)

Sec 20

Item: Rpt JSFC 902/74, 2 Oct 1950
Memo w/encl 11 Oct 50, Marshall to Chairman JCS
JCS Rpt 1926/3, 19 Oct 1950

Memo 6 Nov 50 from Asst DCNO to Bradley et al
Memo 7 Nov 50 from Lalor to Sec Def
Memo SM 2915-50, 27 Nov 50, Lalor to C/S, USAF

CCS 47.6 (18-15-45)

Sec 19 A

Item: JCS 1823/29, 3 Aug 50 (encl with Appendix A & B)
JCS 1823/30, 6 Sep 50
Rpt, 22 Sep 50, JCS 2019/13
(Care: I have sanitized versions of items in Sec 19 A)

CCS 381 Formosa (11-8-48)

Sec 36

Item: JCS 2118/100, Rpt (CY82), 21 Apr 58, JSPC to JCS
JCS 2118/101, Rpt (CY83), 4 June 58, JSPC to JCS
Memo w/att 5 Aug 58
NSC 5723 memo, 5 July 58, Staat to Lay
Tel 873, 23 Apr 58, Taipei to Sec Satte
Tel, 10 Apr 58, Taipei to Sec State
Msg, 9 Apr 58
JCS 2118/99, note (CY76) 7 Apr 58 from Joint Secretariat to JCS
Msg 20 Mar 58, ADMIND Cinpac to CNO